Seating, Platforms and Stairs

**VIRCO CHAIRS**

**Description:** Chair is metal stacking and maneuverable type with fully upholstered seat and back.

**Frame:** constructed of 2" diameter, 1/4" thick, cold-drawn steel. The frame consists of two backrests and four legs with drip and brackets. The front legs, 1-1/4" diameter, welded to the support bar is designed to bear the loads. The rectangular cross section is constructed of 1-1/4" thick and 1-1/8" wide. The seat brackets are fastened to the support bar with 1/4" diameter and 1-1/8" long screws, all screws in the frame are machine screws.

**Back Cushion:** a curved high density polyurethane cone, covered in front with 1/2" thick polyurethane foam. The polyurethane foam pads are 2-1/2" thick. The back is then covered with upholstery material fully stapled to the frame and secured to the brackets. The back cushions are 12" high and 18" wide.

**Seat Cushion:** a curved 1-1/2" thick, the fly cut, 1" thick polyurethane foam covered with 1-1/2" thick polyurethane foam. The polyurethane foam pads are 2-1/2" thick.

**Upholstery Material:** is then stretched over the foam and stapled underneath the edge of the cone. The seat bottom underneath is finished with a 1/2" thick, the finished 1-1/2" roll of 1" thick deep colors is then stapled to four steel seat brackets each with two zinc-plated 1/2" screws.

**Upholstery Material:** as specified. 

**Stacking Ramps:** the 2" diameter legs are equipped with two molded clear resin skateboards.

**Plywood:** interior panels and whole type molded of clear laminate. The overall dimension is 5-1/4 x 5-1/4. 

**Finish:** chrome finish, applied in fibrated stage molded to include multiple cleaning. 

**Modeling and Chrome Cleaning:** all welds are protected by chrome finish.

**Dimensions:** chair is 32" overall height, 18" width and 18" depth. Seat depth is 18".

**KRUEGER CHAIRS**

**Chair Sitting Area Overhanging:** 18" without arms 

**Center to Center:** 21" with arms

**ELEVATION**

**PLAN PLATFORM**

**STAIRS**

**SICO PLATFORM & STAIRS**
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NOTE TOTAL CHAIR COUNT INCLUDES HANDICAPPED AND HEAVYCHAIR.
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Legend:

Hall 1003 East Core: Total Chairs: 69 @ 34" O.C.
Hall 1004 East Core: Total Chairs: 93 @ 34" O.C.
Hall 1003 East Core: Total Chairs: 136 @ 34" O.C.
Hall 1002 East Core: Total Chairs: 83 @ 34" O.C.
Hall 1001 East Core: Total Chairs: 70 @ 34" O.C.
Hall 1001 & 1002 East Core: Total Chairs: 171 @ 34" O.C.
Hall 1002 & 1003 East Core: Total Chairs: 229 @ 34" O.C.
Hall 1004 & 1005 East Core: Total Chairs: 348 @ 34" O.C.
Hall 1003 & 1004 East Core: Total Chairs: 229 @ 34" O.C.
Hall 1004 East Core: Total Chairs: 163 @ 34" O.C.
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NOTE: THE CHAIR COUNT INCLUDES HANDICAPPED AND HEARABLE.
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Theater/Meeting Arrangement
East Core Meeting Rooms
Hall 1D
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NOTE TOTAL CHAIR COUNT INCLUDES HANDICAPPED AND HEARTHABLE
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Theater/Meeting Arrangement
20 South Meeting Rooms
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Note: Total chair count includes handicapped and heatable.